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…providing solutions for better performance…

CTRL UL101

Ultrasonic Inspection System
Non-Destructive Diagnostics for
Predictive Maintenance and Leak Detection

CTRL UL101 Ultrasonic Inspection System

CTRL UL101 Ultrasonic
APPLICATIONS
Mechanical Equipment
Condition Monitoring/Analysis
bearings
gearboxes
steam traps
engines
fuel injectors
pumps
compressors
butterfly valves
belts/chains/pulleys
Electrical Inspection

Originally designed for the US Military, the CTRL UL101 Ultrasonic
Inspection System is now used in several industries throughout the
world for predictive maintenance, quality control, and leak detection.
The CTRL UL101 Receiver converts ultrasound signals produced by
industrial machinery and vehicles into easily recognizable audible
sounds so the user can evaluate the condition of individual components,
even in extremely noisy plant environments. Early warning signs and
defects can be detected thus preventing costly repairs, safety-related
injuries, and downtime.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
Unmatched sensitivity, signalto-noise ratio, and selectivity

No calibration or special
maintenance required

Provides the capability for
diagnosing component and
system faults

Operated on a single 9V
alkaline battery

Designed for a wide range of
applications from bearing
analysis to leak detection

Extruded aluminum case
maximizes tool life in harsh
shop environment

Non-destructive; can be used
while equipment is operating

Includes several attachments
for testing in contact and scan
mode

Convenient, handheld design
for ease of use

Selectable length probes
increase the reach for testing

User-friendly controls include
potentiometer for on/off power
and sensitivity adjustment;
output switch; and gain mode
switch

Includes industrial grade
headset available in over-thehead or behind-the-head model
for use with hardhat

Dual-output analog meter for
ultrasonic signal and battery
level indication

Compatible with SoundCTRL
System for signal logging,
benchmarking, and trending

power transformers
high voltage insulators
ignition systems
alternators
switches/relays
power boxes
electric motor brushes/bushings
sparkplugs
Pressure & Vacuum
Leak Detection
pipelines/hoses/fittings
underground pipelines
steam traps and lines
condensers
heat exchanger tubes
exhaust/intake manifolds
pumps
cylinder head gaskets
internal cylinder leaks
check/control valves
valve stems
pneumatic control boxes
Non-Pressurized Vessel
Integrity Testing
storage tanks
pipelines and hoses
door /window seals
bulkhead/hatch seals
gaskets & fittings
check /control valves
exhaust
clean rooms
railroad cars
airplane cabins
automobile truck cabs
pitot static tubes

Inspection System
SPECIFICATIONS
CTRL UL101
Components
A) UL101 Receiver
B) UT2000 Transmitter
C) Industrial Grade Headset
D) One-Inch Acoustic Probe
E) Large Concentrator
F) Mini-Concentrator
G) Acoustic Tip
H) Set of 5 Solid Probes w/ Wrap
I) Acoustic Extension Probe Set
J) 9-volt Alkaline Batteries (2)
Carrying Case (not shown)
Training CD (not shown)
Operator’s Manual (not shown)
Free 1-1/2 day training at CTRL’s
training center (Westminster,
MD) is also included with the
purchase of each CTRL UL101
full inspection system

The CTRL UL101 meets and exceEds ASTM E1002-93
and ASME requirements for leak detection.
The UL101 Headset meets and exceeds ANSI
specifications and OSHA standards.
Part Number:
000031 (Standard); 000033 (Instrinsically Safe)
Goverment/Military Part Number:
NSN 6635 01 183 8948

SoundCTRL

SoundCTRL version 1.0
Preserve. Record and store signals produced by critical equipment.
Compare. Recall and contrast recent recordings to a baseline.
Diagnose. Make smart decisions based upon what you hear and see.
Manage. Maintain equipment data and condition information.
Report. Create reports based upon current recordings and component histories

Features:

Specifications/Requirements:

Handheld system with desktop PC integration.

The SoundCTRL System consists of a Windows
*
Pocket PC and SoundCTRL software , Pocket PC
and Desktop PC versions.

Ultrasonic signal capture (20 sec. per recording)
and automatic waveform display.

Weighing just 8 oz., the SoundCTRL System can
be worn on a belt or carried in a pocket.

Equipment ID and location fields for easy
component tracking and file retrieval.

To capture ultrasonic signals, the CTRL UL101**
receiver must be used with the SoundCTRL
System.

Automatic date and time stamp on files for easy
tracking and retrieval.
Comment fields for storing critical equipment
info such as operating condition and test settings.

The sturdy, industrial design of the Pocket PC
includes backward compatibility for expansion
pack support and a universal cradle that supports
USB or serial interface for seamless integration
with a desktop PC.

Root mean square (RMS) calculation and
reporting capability.
Analysis of sound characteristics for
identification of potential component faults.

The SoundCTRL Desktop PC software requires a
Pentium 200 with 64 MB memory and a 10 GB
hard disk running Microsoft Windows 98/ME/
NT/2000/XP for operation.

User-friendly menus and controls.
Screenshot: SoundCTRL 1.0 for PC

Recommended Accessories:
*

**

PDA Skins Plus PDA Case
Pocket PC Screen Protector

The SoundCTRL software is developed exclusively for CTRL Systems, Inc.
by Stethographics, Inc.
The CTRL UL101 is sold separately. To request information on the CTRL
UL101, please contact CTRL Systems, Inc.
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